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Abstract Substitutability and interchangeability in constraint satisfaction problems
(CSPs) have been used as a basis for search heuristics, solution adaptation and
abstraction techniques. In this paper, we consider how the same concepts can be
extended to soft constraint satisfaction problems (SCSPs). We introduce two notions:
threshold α and degradation factor δ for substitutability and interchangeability,
(αsubstitutability/interchangeability and
δsubstitutability/interchangeabi-lity respec-
tively). We show that they satisfy analogous theorems to the ones already known for
hard constraints. In αinterchangeability, values are interchangeable in any solution
that is better than a threshold α, thus allowing to disregard differences among
solutions that are not sufficiently good anyway. In δinterchangeability, values are
interchangeable if their exchange could not degrade the solution by more than a
factor of δ. We give efficient algorithms to compute (δ/α)interchangeable sets of
values for a large class of SCSPs, and show an example of their application. Through
experimental evaluation based on random generated problem we measure first, how
often neighborhood interchangeable values are occurring, second, how well they can
approximate fully interchangeable ones, and third, how efficient they are when used
as preprocessing techniques for branch and bound search.
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1 Introduction
Substitutability and interchangeability in CSPs have been introduced by Freuder [18]
in 1991 with the intention of improving search efficiency for solving CSPs. Interchan-
geability has since found other applications in abstraction frameworks [12, 18, 20, 30]
and solution adaptation [24, 29]. One of the difficulties with interchangeability has
been that it does not occur very frequently [13, 21].
Another approach for studying substitutability in Fuzzy CSPs is based on reduc-
tion operators and was proposed by Cooper [15].1 Also related to the benchmark
analysis we discuss in Section 5 is [25].2
In many practical applications, constraints can be violated at a cost, and thus solv-
ing a CSP means finding a value assignment of minimum cost. Various frameworks
for solving such soft constraints have been proposed [6, 8, 9, 16, 17, 19, 26, 28]. The
soft constraints framework of c-semirings [6, 8] has been shown to express most of
the known variants through different instantiations of its operators, and this is the
framework we are considering in this paper.
The most straightforward generalization of interchangeability to soft constraint
satisfaction problems (SCSPs) would require that exchanging one value for another
does not change the quality of the solution at all. This generalization is likely to suffer
from the same weaknesses as interchangeability in hard CSPs, namely that it is very
rare.
Fortunately, soft constraints also allow weaker forms of interchangeability where
exchanging values may result in a degradation of solution quality by some factor δ. By
allowing more degradation, it is possible to increase the amount of interchangeability
in a problem to the desired level. We define δsubstitutability/interchangeability as a
concept which ensures this quality. This is particularly useful when interchangeability
is used for solution adaptation.
Another use of substitutability/interchangeability is to reduce search complexity
by grouping together values that would never give a sufficiently good solution. In
αsubstitutabi-lity/interchangeability, we consider values interchangeable if they give
equal solution quality in all solutions better than α, but possibly different quality for
solutions whose quality is ≤ α.
Just like for hard constraints, full interchangeability is hard to compute, but can be
approximated by neighborhood interchangeability which can be computed efficiently
1Cooper propose a definition of fuzzy substitutability that is someway a mix of our notion of α−setNS
and of NPI. A set A of assignment for a set of variable X is substitutable with another set of
assignment B if replacing the assignment A with B in X lead to a solution with semiring level better
then the initial one. This definition could be captured by a α−setNPI (see Section 3.4).
2There, the authors perform test on random generate Soft CSPs using a more general for tightness
computation. In [25] tightness is defined as the ratio among the number of tuples with assigned
semiring level greater than 0 and the number of all possible tuples. Our approach instead consider
the semiring values itself and the tightness is someway a mean value of the sum of those values.
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and implies full interchangeability. We define the same concepts for soft constraints,
and prove that neighborhood implies full (δ/α)substitutability/interchangeability. We
give algorithms for neighborhood (δ/α)substitutability/interchangeability, and we
prove several interesting and useful properties of the concepts.
Finally, we give two examples where (δ/α)interchangeability is applied to solution
adaptation in configuration problems with two different soft constraint frameworks:
delay and cost constraints, and show its usefulness in these practical contexts.
The paper (that extends two shorter versions appeared in [4, 5]) is structured
as follows: we introduce the background notions for soft constraints and crisp
interchangeability in Section 2; the core of the paper is Section 3 where the notion of
interchangeability for soft constraints is introduced and discussed; Sections 4 and 5
present an example and some experimental results respectively; finally, in Section 6
we present conclusions and future works.
2 Background
2.1 Soft CSPs
Several formalizations of the concept of soft constraints are currently available. In
the following, we refer to the one based on c-semirings [6–8, 10], which can be shown
to generalize and express many of the others [2, 3].
A soft constraint may be seen as a constraint where each instantiation of its vari-
ables has an associated value from a partially ordered set which can be interpreted as
a set of preference values. Combining constraints will then have to take into account
such additional values, and thus the formalism has also to provide suitable operations
for combination (×) and comparison (+) of tuples of values and constraints. This is
why this formalization is based on the concept of c-semiring, which is just a set plus
two operations.
2.1.1 Semirings
A semiring is a tuple 〈A,+,×, 0, 1〉 such that:
– A is a set and 0, 1 ∈ A;
– + is commutative (a + b = b + a), associative (a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c) and 0
is its unit element (a + 0 = a);
– × is associative (a × (b × c) = (a × b) × c), distributes over + (a × (b + c) =
(a × b) + (a × c)), 1 is its unit element (a × 1 = a) and 0 is its absorbing element
(a × 0 = 0).
A c-semiring is a semiring 〈A,+,×, 0, 1〉 such that: + is idempotent, 1 is its
absorbing element and × is commutative. Let us consider the relation ≤S over A
such that a ≤S b iff a + b = b . Then it is possible to prove that (see [8]):
– ≤S is a partial order;
– + and × are monotone on ≤S;
– 0 is its minimum and 1 its maximum;
– 〈A,≤S〉 is a complete lattice and, for all a, b ∈ A, a + b = lub(a, b) (where lub
is the least upper bound).
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Moreover, if × is idempotent, then: + distributes over ×; 〈A,≤S〉 is a complete
distributive lattice and × its glb (greatest lower bound). Informally, the relation ≤S
gives us a way to compare semiring values and constraints. In fact, when we have
a ≤S b , we will say that b is better than a. In the following, when the semiring will be
clear from the context, a ≤S b will be often indicated by a ≤ b .
2.1.2 Soft constraint problems
Given a c-semiring S = 〈A,+,×, 0, 1〉 and an ordered set of variables V over a finite
domain D, a soft constraint is a function which, given an assignment η : V → D of
the variables, returns a value of the semiring.
By using this notation we define C = {c | c : η → A} as the set of all possible soft
constraints that can be built starting from S, D and V.
Note that in this functional formulation, each constraint is a function (as defined in
[10]) and not a pair (as defined in [7, 8]). Such a function involves all the variables in
V, but it depends on the assignment of only a finite subset of them. So, for instance,
a binary constraint cx,y over variables x and y, is a function cx,y : V → D → A, but
it depends only on the assignment of variables {x, y} ⊆ V. We call this subset the
support of the constraint.
More formally, consider a constraint c ∈ C. We define its support as supp(c) =
{v ∈ V | ∃η : V → D, d1, d2 ∈ D.cη[v ← d1] 
= cη[v ← d2]}, where
η[v ← d]v′ =
{
d if v = v′,
ηv′ otherwise.
Note that cη[v ← d1] means cη′ where η′ is η modified with the assignment v ← d1
(that is the operator [ ] has precedence over application). Note also that cη is the
application of a constraint function c : V → D → A to an assignment η : V → D;
giving the semiring value cη = a.
A soft constraint satisfaction problem is a pair 〈C, con〉 where con ⊆ V and C is a
set of constraints: con is the set of variables of interest for the constraint set C, which
however may concern also variables not in con. Note that a classical CSP is a SCSP
where the chosen c-semiring is: SCSP = 〈{ f alse, true},∨,∧, f alse, true〉. Fuzzy CSPs
[27] can be modeled in the SCSP framework by choosing the c-semiring SFCSP =
〈[0, 1], max, min, 0, 1〉. Many other “soft” CSPs (probabilistic, weighted, . . . ) can
be modeled by using a suitable semiring structure (Sprob = 〈[0, 1], max,×, 0, 1〉,
Sweight = 〈R, min,+,+∞, 0〉, . . . ).
Figure 1 shows the graph representation of a Fuzzy CSP. Variables and constraints
are represented respectively by nodes and by undirected (unary for c1 and c3 and
binary for c2) arcs, and semiring values are written to the right of the corresponding
tuples. The variables of interest (that is the set con) are represented with a strong font
circle. Here we assume that the domain D of the variables contains only elements a
and b and c.
2.1.3 Combining and projecting soft constraints
Given the set C, the combination function ⊗ : C × C → C is defined as (c1 ⊗ c2)η =
c1η ×S c2η.
In words, combining two constraints means building a new constraint whose
support involves all the variables of the original ones, and which associates with each
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Fig. 1 A Fuzzy CSP
X Y 
<a>  0.9
<b>  0.5
<c>  0.5
<a>  0.9 
<b>  0.1 
<c>  0.9 
<a,a>  0.8 
<a,b>  0.2 
<a,c>  0.2 
<b,a>  0 
<b,b>  0 
<b,c>  0.1 
<c,a>  0.8 
<c,b>  0.2 
<c,c>  0.2 
tuple of domain values for such variables a semiring element which is obtained by
multiplying the elements associated by the original constraints to the appropriate
subtuples. It is easy to verify that supp(c1 ⊗ c2) ⊆ supp(c1) ∪ supp(c2).3
Given a constraint c ∈ C and a variable v ∈ V, the projection of c over V − {v},
written c ⇓(V−{v}) is the constraint c′ s.t. c′η = ∑d∈D cη[v ← d]. Informally, projection
of c over V − {v} means eliminating v from the support of c. This is done by
associating with each tuple over the remaining variables a semiring element which
is the sum of the elements associated by the original constraint to all the extensions
of this tuple over the eliminated variables. In short, combination is performed via the
multiplicative operation of the semiring, and projection via the additive one.
2.1.4 Solutions
The solution of a Soft Constraint Satisfaction Problem P = 〈C, con〉 is the constraint
Sol(P) = (⊗ C) ⇓con. That is, we combine all constraints, and then project over the
variables in con. In this way we get the constraint with support (not greater than)
con which is “induced” by the entire SCSP. Note that when all the variables are of
interest we do not need to perform any projection.
For example, the solution of the Fuzzy CSP of Fig. 1 associates a semiring element
to every domain value of variable x. Such an element is obtained by first combining
all the constraints together. For instance, for the tuple 〈a, a〉 (that is, x ← a and y ←
a), we have to compute the minimum between 0.9 (which is the value assigned to
x ← a in constraint c1), 0.8 (which is the value assigned to 〈x ← a, y ← a〉 in c2) and
0.9 (which is the value for y ← a in c3). Hence, the resulting value for this tuple is 0.8.
We can do the same work for tuple 〈a, b〉 → 0.2, 〈a, c〉 → 0.2, 〈b , a〉 → 0, 〈b , b〉 → 0,
〈b , c〉 → 0.1, 〈c, a〉 → 0.8, 〈c, b〉 → 0.2 and 〈c, c〉 → 0.2. The obtained tuples are then
projected over variable x, obtaining the solution 〈a〉 → 0.8, 〈b〉 → 0.1 and 〈c〉 → 0.8.
2.2 Interchangeability
Interchangeability offers three important ways for practical applications; first, by
pruning the interchangeable values that in some sense are redundant, the problem
space can be simplified. Second, interchangeability can be used as a solution updating
3Notice that the support after combination could be smaller than supp(c1) ∪ supp(c2) because with
the combination some different semiring value could collapse to the same one.
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Fig. 2 An example of CSP
with interchangeable values
v3 v1 
<a>
<b>
<c>
<a> 
<b> 
<d> 
v2 v4 
<d> <c>
<d>
<e>
<f>
 
   
tool for user-interaction, decisions systems, planning, and scheduling. Third, it can be
used as a methodology to structure and classify the solution space [22].
(Full) Interchangeability (FI) in constraint networks was first proposed by
Freuder [18] to capture equivalence among values of a variable in a discrete con-
straint satisfaction problem. Value v ← a is substitutable for v ← b if for any solution
s where v ← a, the tuple s′ which is the same as s except that v ← b , is also a solution.
Values v ← a and v ← b are (fully) interchangeable if they are substitutable both
ways.
In the CSP in Fig. 2 (taken from [14]), the values d, e and f are fully interchange-
able for v4. This is because we inevitably have v2 ← d, which implies that v1 cannot
be assigned d in any consistent global solution. Consequently, the values d, e and f
can be freely permuted for v4 in any global solution.
There is no efficient algorithm for computing the FI values, as it may require
computing all solutions. The localized notion of Neighborhood Interchangeability
(NI) considers only the constraints involving a certain variable v. In this notion, a
and b are neighborhood interchangeable if, for every constraint involving v, for every
two values a and b , for every tuple containing v ← a there is an otherwise identical
tuple containing v ← b , and vice-versa. In Fig. 2, values e and f are neighborhood
interchangeable for v4.
Freuder showed that NI always implies FI and can therefore be used as an approxi-
mation. He also provided an efficient algorithm (Algorithm 1) for computing NI [18],
and investigated its use for preprocessing CSPs before searching for solutions [1].
Algorithm 1 computes the neighborhood interchangeable values for variable vi by
building trees (called by Freuder discrimination trees) where every node corresponds
to a set of assignments to variables in the neighborhood of v that are compatible with
some value of v itself. Figure 3 shows an example of computation for such a tree
for the CSP in Fig. 3. Interchangeable values are found by the fact that they follows
the same path and fall into the same ending node. So, for instance Fig. 3 shows an
execution for variable v4 and find that domain values e and f are interchangeable.
Another form of interchangeability, introduced as well in [18], is Partial Interchan-
geability (PI). In this case two values for a variable are interchangeable if a subset
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to compute the neighborhood interchangeable values for
variable vi
Create the root of a tree for variable vi (the discrimination tree of variable vi)
Let Dvi = {the set of domain values dvi for variable vi};
Let Neigh({vi}) = {all neighborhood variables v j of variable vi};
for all dvi ∈ Dvi do
for all v j ∈ Neigh({vi}) do
for all dv j ∈ Dv j s.t. dv j is consistent with dvi for vi do
if there exists a child node corresponding to v j ← dv j then
move to it,
else
construct such a node and move to it;
Add vi, {dvi} to annotation of the node, and go back to the root of the tree.
Fig. 3 An example of CSP
with computation of
neighborhood interchangeable
values for variable v4
root
V1 = a
V1 = b
V1 = d
V3 = a
V3 = b
V3 = a
V3 = b
V3 = c
V3 = c V4 = {c}
V4 = {e, f}
V4 = {d}
of the variables V ′ ⊆ V is not considered. To be more precise, values a and b are
partially interchangeable with respect to a set of variables V ′ if for any solution where
v ← a, there is another solution where v ← b which differs only in values assigned
to variables in V ′, and vice versa. In Fig. 2, a and b are partially interchangeable for
v1 with respect to the set V ′ = {v3}.
There is no efficient algorithm for computing (global) PI, but a local form, Neigh-
borhood Partial Interchangeability (NPI), was proposed by Choueiry and Noubir in
[14]. NPI says that values a and b are neighborhood partially interchangeable with
respect to a set of variables V ′ if, for every constraint between a variable in V ′ and a
variable not in V ′ and every tuple t of value assignments to V ′ that admits v ← a there
is another tuple t′ that admits v ← b such that t and t′ are consistent with the same
value combinations for variables outside of V ′. Additionally, the same condition must
hold with a and b exchanged.
NPI is a weak and locally computable form of interchangeability. Locally com-
putable forms of interchangeability may involve sacrificing some solutions but there
are currently no polynomial algorithms which can compute FI and PI, while there is
a polynomial algorithm for computing NPI sets.
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3 Interchangeability in SCSPs
In SCSPs a semiring element (not only the value true and false) is associated to
each assignment. In fact, each tuple is a possible solution, but with different level of
preference. Therefore, in this framework, the notion of interchangeability becomes
more precise: to say that assignment a and b for a variable v are interchangeable we
have also to consider the corresponding associated semiring levels.
More precisely, if a domain element a assigned to variable v can be substituted
in each solution with a domain element b without obtaining a worse semiring
level, we say that b is Fully Substitutable for a. When we restrict this notion only
to the set of constraints Cv that involves variable v we obtain a local version of
substitutability. When the relation holds in both directions, we have the notion of
Full/Neighborhood Interchangeability (FI/NI) of b with a. This means that when a
and b are interchangeable for variable v they can be exchanged without affecting the
level of any solution.
Definition 1 (Full/Neighborhood Interchangeability (FI and NI)) Consider a vari-
able v ∈ V and two domain values b , a ∈ D for v, the set of all constraints C and the
set of constraints Cv involving v. We say that
– b is Fully Substitutable (FS) for a on v (b ∈ FSv(a)) if and only if for all
assignments η, ⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cη[v ← b ]
– b is Neighborhood Substitutable (NS) for a on v (b ∈ NSv(a)) if and only if for
all assignments η, ⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ]
– b is Fully Interchangeable (FI) with a on v (FIv(a/b)) if and only if b ∈ FSv(a)
and a ∈ FSv(b), that is, for all assignments η,⊗
Cη[v ← a] =
⊗
Cη[v ← b ].
– b is Neighborhood Interchangeable (NI) with a on v (NIv(a/b)) if and only if
b ∈ NSv(a) and a ∈ NSv(b), that is, for all assignments η,⊗
Cvη[v ← a] =
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ].
Two important results that hold for CSPs can be proven also for SCSPs: locality
and transitivity of interchangeability/substitutability.
Theorem 1 (locality) Consider two domain values a, b ∈ D, a variable v ∈ V, the
set of constraints C and the set of constraints v involving v. Then, neighborhood
(substitutability) interchangeability implies full (substitutability) interchangeability,
that is
b ∈ NSv(a) =⇒ b ∈ FSv(a)
NIv(a/b) =⇒ FIv(a/b).
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Proof By definition of neighborhood substitutability,
b ∈ NSv(a) ⇐⇒ ∀η,
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ].
Now, since the assignments v ← a and v ← b only involve constraints in Cv, and for
the extensivity properties of times, we easily have that
∀η,
⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cη[v ← b ],
that is b ∈ FSv(a). Easily, by considering the reverse order ≥S instead of ≤S. we
have a ∈ NSv(b) =⇒ a ∈ FSv(b), and since interchangeability is substitutability
both ways, we obtain that neighborhood implies full interchangeability. unionsq
Theorem 2 (Transitivity) Consider three domain values c, b , a ∈ D, a variable v ∈ V.
Then,
b ∈ NSv(a), a ∈ NSv(c) =⇒ b ∈ NSv(c)
b ∈ FSv(a), a ∈ FSv(c) =⇒ b ∈ FSv(c)
b ∈ NIv(a), a ∈ NIv(c) =⇒ b ∈ NIv(c)
b ∈ FIv(a), a ∈ FIv(c) =⇒ b ∈ FIv(c)
Proof If b ∈ NIv(a) and a ∈ NIv(c) then for all assignments η, ⊗ Cvη[v ← b ] =⊗
Cvη[v ← a] and ⊗ Cvη[v ← a] = ⊗ Cvη[v ← c]. From this easily follows that⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] = ⊗ Cvη[v ← c], that is b ∈ NIv(c).
if b ∈ FIv(a) and a ∈ FIv(c) then for all assignments η, ⊗ Cη[v ← b ] =⊗
Cη[v ← a] and ⊗ Cη[v ← a] = ⊗ Cη[v ← c]. From this, easily follows that⊗
Cη[v ← b ] = ⊗ Cη[v ← c], that is b ∈ FIv(c). unionsq
As an example of interchangeability and substitutability consider the Fuzzy CSP
represented in Fig. 1. The domain value c is neighborhood interchangeable with a on
x (NIx(a/c)); in fact, c1 ⊗ c2η[x ← a] = c1 ⊗ c2η[x ← c] for all η. The domain values
c and a are also neighborhood substitutable for b on x ({a, c} ∈ NSv(b)). In fact, for
any η we have c1 ⊗ c2η[x ← b ] ≤ c1 ⊗ c2η[x ← c] and c1 ⊗ c2η[x ← b ] ≤ c1 ⊗ c2η
[x ← a].
3.1 Degradation factors and thresholds
In SCSPs, any value assignment is a solution, but it may have a very bad preference
value. This allows broadening the original interchangeability concept to one that
also allows degrading the solution quality when values are exchanged. We call this
δinterchangeability, where δ is the degradation factor.
When searching for solutions to SCSPs, it is possible to gain efficiency by not
distinguishing values that could never be part of a solution of sufficient quality. In
αinterchangeabi-lity, two values are interchangeable if they do not affect the quality
of any solution with quality better than α. We call α the threshold factor. Moreover,
sometimes we are just looking for any solution greater than a certain level α. In this
case, also the notion of αinterchangeability could be too strict. For this motivation we
define also a more relaxed notion of threshold that we call α−set.
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Both concepts can be combined, i.e., we can allow both degradation and limit
search to solutions better than a certain threshold (δ/α/α−setinter-changeability).
By extending Definition 1, we can define thresholds and degradation version of
full/neigh-bourhood substitutability/interchangeability.
Definition 2 (δFull/Neighbourhood Substitutability (δFS/NS))
Consider two domain values b and a for a variable v, the set of constraints C and
a semiring level δ; we say that b is δfully substitutable for a on v (b ∈ δFSv(a)) if and
only if for all assignments η,⊗
Cη[v ← a] ×S δ ≤S
⊗
Cη[v ← b ]
b is δneighborhood substitutable for a on v if the condition holds for Cv being the
subset of the constraints that have v as a variable.
Values a and b are δfully/neighbourhood interchangeable if and only if they are
δfully/neigh-bourhood substitutable both ways.
Definition 3 (αFull/Neighbourhood Substitutability (αFS/NS))
Consider a variable v ∈ V and two domain values b , a ∈ D for v, the set of
constraints C and a semiring level α; we say that b is αfully substitutable for a on
v (b ∈ αFSv(a)) if and only if for all assignments η,⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cη[v ← b ]
b is αneighborhood substitutable for a on v if the condition holds for Cv being the
subset of the constraints that have v as a variable.
Values a and b are αfull/neighbourhood interchangeable if and only if they are
αfull/neigh-bourhood substitutable both ways.
Definition 4 (α−setFull/Neighbourhood Substitutability (α−setFS/NS)) Consider a
variable v ∈ V and two domain values b , a ∈ D for v, the set of constraints C and
a semiring level α; we say that b is α−setfully substitutable for a on v (b ∈ α−setFSv(a))
if and only if for all assignments η,⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cη[v ← b ] ≥S α
b is α−setneighborhood substitutable for a on v if the condition holds for Cv being the
subset of the constraints that have v as a variable.
Values a and b are α−setfully/neighbourhood interchangeable if and only if they are
α−setfully/neighbourhood substitutable both ways.
It is easy to see from the above definition that αSubstitutability/Interchangeability
implies α−setSubstitutability/Interchangeability.
Theorem 3 (α =⇒ α−set) Consider two domain values b , a ∈ D, a variable v ∈ V,
and a thresholds α. Then,
a ∈ αNSv(b) =⇒ a ∈ α−setNSv(b)
Similar results holds for FS, NI, FI.
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Proof By definition of α and α−set substitutability,
b ∈ αFSv(a) ⇐⇒
∀η,
⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cη[v ← b ], and,
b ∈ α−setFSv(a) ⇐⇒
∀η,
⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cη[v ← b ] ≥S α.
Now, when
⊗
Cη[v ← a] < α both the clauses are true; when ⊗ Cη[v ← a] ≥S α, by
hypothesis, we have
⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≤S ⊗ Cη[v ← b ]. For transitivity, we easily have⊗
Cη[v ← b ] ≥S α. We can extend the result for NS, NI and FI. unionsq
As an example of the just given Definitions 2, 3, and 4, consider Fig. 1. The domain
values c and b for variable y are 0.2neighborhood interchangeable. In fact, the tuple
involving c and b only differ for the tuple 〈b , c〉 that has value 0.1 and for the tuple
〈b , b〉 that has value 0. Since we are interested only in solutions greater than 0.2,
these tuples are excluded from the match.
We can also see that values a and b for variable y are 0.2−setneighborhood
interchangeable. In fact, the set of solution tuples with value greater than 0.2 are the
same. Notice that a and b are not 0.2neighborhood interchangeable because tuples
〈a, a〉 and 〈a, b〉 have values 0.8 and 0.2 respectively.
The notion of degradation assumes different meanings when instantiated to
different semirings:
1. Fuzzy CSP: b ∈ δFSv(a) gets instantiated to:
min(minc∈C(cη[v ← a]), δ) ≤ minc∈C(cη[v ← b ])
which means that changing v ← b to v ← a does not make the solution worse
than before or worse than δ. In the practical case where we want to only consider
solutions with a quality better than δ, this means that substitution will never take
a solution out of this class.
2. Weighted CSP: b ∈ δFSv(a) gets instantiated to:∑
c∈C
cη[v ← a] + δ ≥
∑
c∈C
cη[v ← b ]
which means that the penalty for the solution does not increase by more than a
factor of δ. This allows for example to express that we would not want to tolerate
more than δ in extra cost. Note, by the way, that ≤S translates to ≥ in this version
of the SCSP.
3. Probabilistic CSP: b ∈ δFSv(a) gets instantiated to:
(
∏
c∈C
cη[v ← a]) · δ ≤
∏
c∈C
cη[v ← b ]
which means that the solution with v ← b is not degraded by more than a factor
of δ from the one with v ← a.
4. Crisp CSP: b ∈ δFSv(a) gets instantiated to:
(
∧
c∈C
cη[v ← a]) ∧ δ ⇒ (
∧
c∈C
cη[v ← b ])
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which means that when δ = true, whenever a solution with v ← a satisfies all
constraints, so does the same solution with v ← b . When δ = f alse, the above
condition is trivially satisfied (i.e., δ is a too loose bound to be meaningful).
3.2 Properties of degradations and thresholds
Since Freuder [18] showed that computing full interchangeability is harder than
computing the neighborhood version , we start by showing the fundamental theorem
that allows us to approximate δ/α/α−setFS/FI with δ/α/α−setNS/NI:
Theorem 4 (locality) Neighborhood Substitutability(interchangeability implies Full
Substitutability/Interchangeability with thresholds and degradation factors, that is:
δNS =⇒ δFS
αNS =⇒ αFS
α−setNS =⇒ α−setFS
δNI =⇒ δFI
αNI =⇒ αFI
α−setNI =⇒ α−setFI
Proof We prove the theorem only for substitutability because interchangeability is
implied (δ/α/α−setNI implies δ/α/α−setNS both ways, which imply δ/α/α−setFS both
ways, which imply δ/α/α−setFI).
– δ: Since the assignments v ← a and v ← b only involve constraints in Cv, and for
the extensivity properties of times, we easily have that
b ∈ NSv(a) ⇐⇒
∀η,
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ×S δ ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ]
=⇒
∀η,
⊗
Cη[v ← a] ×S δ ≤S
⊗
Cη[v ← b ]
⇐⇒ b ∈ FSv(a).
– α: By applying the definition of αNI and αFI, we need to prove that⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ]
=⇒⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cη[v ← b ]
When
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≤S α, by extensivity of times we also have ⊗ Cη[v ← a] ≤S
α, so we need only to prove the theorem with the hypothesis
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≥S α.
With this hypothesis we need to prove that⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] =⇒
⊗
Cη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cη[v ← b ].
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Now, since the assignments v ← a and v ← b only involve constraints in Cv,⊗
Cη can be rewritten as
⊗
Cvη × K for a constant K. Now, for extensivity of
times, the theorem holds.
– α−set: As before, when ⊗ Cvη[v ← a] ≤S α also ⊗ Cη[v ← a] ≤S α, so both
the clauses are true. In the hypothesis that
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≤S α, we need then
to prove that
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≥S α =⇒ ⊗ Cη[v ← b ] ≥S α
When
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≥S α, Since by hypothesis b ∈ α−setNIv(a), we have⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≥S α; now by extensivity we have also ⊗ Cη[v ← b ] ≥S α.
unionsq
As computing full (soft) interchangeability is harder than computing the soft
neighborhood version [18], this theorem is of fundamental importance since it gives
us a way to approximate full interchangeability by neighborhood interchangeability.
Theorem 5 (Transitivity using thresholds and degradations) Consider three domain
values c, b , a ∈ D and a variable v ∈ V. Then,
b ∈ δ1 NSv(a), a ∈ δ2 NSv(c) =⇒ b ∈ δ1×δ2 NSv(c)
b ∈ α1 NSv(a), a ∈ α2 NSv(c) =⇒ b ∈ α1+α2 NSv(c)
b ∈ δ1 FSv(a), a ∈ δ2 FSv(c) =⇒ b ∈ δ1×δ2 FSv(c)
b ∈ α1 FSv(a), a ∈ α2 FSv(c) =⇒ b ∈ α1+α2 FSv(c)
b ∈ δ1 NIv(a), a ∈ δ2 NIv(c) =⇒ b ∈ δ1×δ2 NIv(c)
b ∈ α1 NIv(a), a ∈ α2 NIv(c) =⇒ b ∈ α1+α2 NIv(c)
b ∈ δ1 FIv(a), a ∈ δ2 FIv(c) =⇒ b ∈ δ1×δ2 FIv(c)
b ∈ α1 FIv(a), a ∈ α2 FIv(c) =⇒ b ∈ α1+α2 FIv(c).
Proof Again, the results for the δ/αNI easily holds since δ/αNI is δ/αNS both ways.
Moreover the results for δ/αFS easily holds by changing in the following proof
⊗
Cv
with
⊗
C.
For the above consideration we need only to prove the theorem for δ/αNS. Let’s
consider the cases δ and α separately.
– δ: By definition
a ∈ δ2 NSv(c) ⇐⇒ ∀η,
⊗
Cvη[v ← c] ×S δ2 ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← a].
For monotonicity we have
∀η,
⊗
Cvη[v ← c] ×S δ2 ×S δ1 ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ×S δ1.
Now, by definition
b ∈ δ1 NSv(a) ⇐⇒ ∀η,
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ×S δ1 ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ].
For transitivity we easily have
∀η,
⊗
Cvη[v ← c] ×S δ2 ×S δ1 ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ⇐⇒ b ∈ δ1×δ2 NSv(c).
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– α: By hypothesis we have
b ∈ α1 NSv(a) ⇐⇒⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≥S α1 =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] and,
a ∈ α2 NSv(c) ⇐⇒⊗
Cvη[v ← c] ≥S α2 =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← c] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← a].
Since α1 + α2 ≥S α1 and α1 + α2 =⇒ , we have⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≥S α1 + α2 =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] and,⊗
Cvη[v ← c] ≥S α1 + α2 =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← c] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← a].
Now for transitivity of ≤S, we have⊗
Cvη[v ← c] ≥S α1 + α2 =⇒ ⊗ Cvη[v ← c] ≤S ⊗ Cvη[v ← b ]
⇐⇒ b ∈ α1+α2 NSv(c). unionsq
In particular, when α1 = α2 = α and δ1 = δ2 = δ, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 1 (Transitivity and equivalence classes) Consider three domain values a, b
and c, for a variable v. Then,
– Threshold interchangeability is a transitive relation, and partitions the set of values
for a variable into equivalence classes, that is
b ∈ αNSv(a), a ∈ αNSv(c) =⇒ b ∈ αNSv(c)
αNIv(b/a), αNIv(a/c) =⇒ αNIv(b/c)
b ∈ α−setNSv(a), a ∈ α−setNSv(c) =⇒ b ∈ α−setNSv(c)
α−setNIv(b/a), α−setNIv(a/c) =⇒ α−setNIv(b/c)
– If the ×S-operator is idempotent, then degradation interchangeability is a transitive
relation, and partitions the set of values for a variable into equivalence classes,
that is
b ∈ δNSv(a), a ∈ δNSv(c) =⇒ b ∈ δNSv(c)
δNIv(b/a),
δNIv(a/c) =⇒ δNIv(b/c)
Proof The proof of the corollary uses the results of the previous Theorem. We will
give here proof for δ/α/α−setNS (interchangeability easily follows). Let us consider
the three cases separately.
– δ: Suppose to have δ1 = δ2 = δ. Since times operation is idempotent, we have
δ1 × δ2 = δ. Using the results of the previous theorem the corollary easily follows.
– α: Since when α1 = α2 = α we have α1 + α2 = α, the corollary easily follows from
the previous theorem.
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– α−set: By hypothesis we have
b ∈ α−setNSv(a) ⇐⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≥S α and,
a ∈ α−setNSv(c) ⇐⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← c] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≥S α.
For transitivity of =⇒ , we have⊗
Cvη[v ← c] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≥S α.
unionsq
By using degradation factors and thresholds we have a flexible way to decide when
two domain values for a variable can be substitutable /interchangeable. In fact, by
changing the values of α or δ parameters we can obtain different results.
In particular, we can show that the locality property relatively to α and δ
parameters hold. In fact, it is straightforward to notice that if two values are
δ/α/α−setsubstitutable, they have to be also δ
′
α′/α′−setsubstitutable for any δ′ ≤S δ and
α′ ≥S α.
Theorem 6 (locality for α and δ) Consider two domain values b , a ∈ D, a variable
v ∈ V, two thresholds α and α′ s.t. α ≤S α′ and two degradation factors δ and δ′ s.t.
δ ≥S δ′. Then,
a ∈ δNSv(b) =⇒ a ∈ δ′NSv(b)
a ∈ αNSv(b) =⇒ a ∈ α′NSv(b)
a ∈ δFSv(b) =⇒ a ∈ δ′FSv(b)
a ∈ αFSv(b) =⇒ a ∈ α′FSv(b)
a ∈ δNIv(b) =⇒ a ∈ δ′NIv(b)
a ∈ αNIv(b) =⇒ a ∈ α′NIv(b)
a ∈ δFIv(b) =⇒ a ∈ δ′FIv(b)
a ∈ αFIv(b) =⇒ a ∈ α′FIv(b)
Proof Again, let us consider only the cases αNS and δNS (interchangeability and
FS/FI easily follows).
– δ: By definition of δNeighboorhood Substitutability we have
a ∈ δNSv(b) ⇐⇒ ∀η,
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ×S δ ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← a].
By monotonicity of times, we have⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ×S δ′ ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ×S δ.
By transitivity of ≤S
∀η,
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ×S δ′ ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ⇐⇒ a ∈ δ′NSv(b).
– α: By definition of αNeighboorhood Substitutability
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we have
a ∈ αNSv(b) ⇐⇒⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← a].
Since α′ ≥S α, we have⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≥S α′ =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≥S α.
By Transitivity of =⇒ we have⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≥S α′ =⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[v ← a]
⇐⇒ a ∈ α′NSv(b).
unionsq
As a corollary when threshold and degradation factor are 0 or 1 we have some
specific results.
Corollary 2 When α = 0 and δ = 1, we obtain classical crisp def inition of Substitu-
taibility/interchangeability NS/NI.
∀a, b , a ∈ 0NSv(b) ⇐⇒ a ∈ NS(b) and a ∈ 1NSv(b) ⇐⇒ a ∈ NS(b)
∀a, b , a ∈ 0FSv(b) ⇐⇒ a ∈ FS(b) and a ∈ 1FSv(b) ⇐⇒ a ∈ FS(b)
∀a, b , a ∈ 0NIv(b) ⇐⇒ a ∈ NI(b) and a ∈ 1NIv(b) ⇐⇒ a ∈ NI(b)
∀a, b , a ∈ 0FIv(b) ⇐⇒ a ∈ F I(b) and a ∈ 1FIv(b) ⇐⇒ a ∈ F I(b)
Proof Again, we prove the results for Neighborhood substitutability (the other are
easily implied). Let us consider the cases α and δ separately.
– When α = 0, we always have ⊗ Cvη[v ← b ] ≥S α. So to check if a ∈ 0NSv(b) we
need only to check that
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≤S ⊗ Cvη[v ← a].
– When δ = 1, we have ⊗ Cvη[v ← b ] ×S δ = ⊗ Cvη[← b ]. So to check if a ∈
1NSv(b) we need only to check that
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ] ≤S ⊗ Cvη[v ← a].
unionsq
Notice that degradation factors and thresholds can be used together; so we easily
have
– 10NS = 0NS = 1NS = NS;
– NS =⇒ δNS =⇒ δαNS for any δ and α;
– NS =⇒ αNS =⇒ δαNS for any δ and α.
3.3 Computing approximated substitutability and interchangeability
The most general algorithm for neighborhood substitutability/interchangeability in
the SCSP framework is to check for each pair of values whether the condition given
in the definition holds or not. This algorithm has a time complexity exponential in
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the size of the neighborhood and quadratic in the size of the domain (which may not
be a problem when neighborhoods are small).
Better algorithms can be given when the combination operator of the semiring is
idempotent. In this case, instead of considering the combination of all the constraints
Cv involving a certain variable v, we can check the property we need (NS/NI and
their relaxed versions δ/α/α−setNS/NI) on each single constraint.
Theorem 7 Consider two domain values b , a ∈ D, a variable v ∈ V, and the set of
constraints Cv involving v. Then we have ∀c ∈ Cv:
∀c ∈ Cv.cη[v ← a] ≤S cη[v ← b ] =⇒ b ∈ NSv(a) (1)
∀c ∈ Cv.(cη[v ← a] ≥S α =⇒ cη[v ← a] ≤S cη[v ← b ]) =⇒ b ∈ αNSv(a) (2)
If × is idempotent we also have:
∀c ∈ Cv.cη[v ← a] ×S δ ≤S cη[v ← b ] =⇒ b ∈ δNSv(a) (3)
∀c ∈ Cv.(cη[v ← a] ≥S α =⇒ cη[v ← b ] ≥S α) =⇒ b ∈ α−setNSv(a) (4)
Proof Let us consider the cases separately.
1. Easily follows from the monotonicity of times.
2. For extensivity of × operation we have ⊗ Cvη[v ← a] ≥S α =⇒ cη[v ← a] ≥S
α. From monotonicity of × operation we have cη[v ← a] ≤S cη[v ← b ]b ] =⇒⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≤S ⊗ Cvη[v ← b ]. The thesis follows from transitivity of =⇒.
3. For monotonicity and idempotency of times operation we have cη[v ← a] ×S
δ ≤S cη[v ← b ] =⇒ ⊗ Cvη[v ← a] ×S δ ≤S ⊗ Cvη[v ← b ], which proofs that
b ∈ δNSv(a).
4. Easily follows from monotonicity and idempotency of times.
unionsq
By using Theorem 7 (and Corollary 1 for δ/α/α−setNI) we can find substitutable
/interchangeable domain values more efficiently. Algorithm 2 shows an algorithm
that can be used to find domain values that are neighborhood interchangeable (notice
that the constraints have to be taken always in a fix order). It uses a data structure
similar to the discrimination trees, first introduced by Freuder in [18].
Algorithm 2 Alg-NI(vi): Algorithm to compute neighborhood interchangeable sets
for variable vi
1: Create the root of the discrimination tree for variable vi
2: Let Cvi = {c ∈ C | vi ∈ supp(c)}
3: Let Dvi = {the set of domain values dvi for variable vi}
4: for all dvi ∈ Dvi do
5: for all c ∈ Cv do
6: execute Algorithm NI-Nodes(c, v, dvi ) to build the nodes associated with c
7: Go back to the root of the discrimination tree.
Algorithm 2 can compute different versions of neighborhood interchangeability
depending on the algorithm NI-nodes used as subprocedure. Algorithm 3 shows the
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simplest version among the subprocedure: it compute neighborhood interchangeable
values without taking in account thresholds or degradation factors.
Algorithm 3 NI-nodes(c, v, dvi ) for Soft-NI
1: for all assignments ηc to variables in supp(c) do
2: compute the semiring level β = cηc[vi ← dvi ],
3: if there exists a child node corresponding to 〈c = ηc, β〉 then
4: move to it,
5: else
6: construct such a node and move to it.
7: Add vi, {dvi} to annotation of the last build node,
The algorithm is very similar to the one defined by Freuder in [18], and when we
consider the semiring for classical CSPs SCSP = 〈{ f alse, true}, ∨,∧, f alse, true〉 and
all constraints are binary, it computes the same result. Notice that for each node we
add also an information representing the cost of the assignment ηc.
The structure of the Procedure used to computed neighborhood interchangeabili-
ties (Algorithm 2 using subprocedure 3) is similar to Freuder’s. In particular, when all
constraints are binary, considering all constraints involving variable v is the same as
considering all variables connected to v by a constraint, and our algorithm performs
the same steps as that given by Freuder’s algorithm.
Algorithm 2 compute the neighborhood interchangeable sets for variable vi, by
considering first all the constraints Cvi involving variable vi, and then, for each
possible interchangeable candidate domain value dvi in vi, call subprocedure 3 to
build a tree representing the possible semiring values of the assignment containing
vi ← dvi when varying the assignment for all the other neighborhood variables of vi.
We can determine the complexity of the algorithm by considering that the
algorithm calls NI-nodes exactly d · m times with d the maximum domain size and m
the number of constraints. Thus, we obtain a bound of
O(m · k · d · O∗)
where O∗ is the complexity of subprocedure 3 that strictly depends on the size of
the domain d and on the number of variables k involved in each constraint and is
given as
O∗ = dk−1.
Putting the above bounds all together we obtain a complexity of
O(m · k · d · dk−1) = O(m · k · dk)
For complete constraint graphs of binary constraints (k = 2), and with the hypothesis
that the number of variables k and the number of constraints m are of the similar (say
n), we obtain the same complexity bound of O(n2d2) as Freuder in [18].
Algorithm 2 with procedure Algorithm 3 is sound (meaning that it is computing
correct classes of equivalence for NI) as showed in the following theorem.
Theorem 8 (Soundness of NI algorithm) The NI algorithm (Algorithm 2 using the
procedure described in Algorithm 3) returns the set of neighborhood interchangeable
elements.
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Proof By looking at Algorithm 3, two domain values dvi and d
′
vi will be in the same
leaf node, if and only if they follow the same path. They follow the same path if and
only if for all η, and for all c ∈ C, cη[vi ← dvi ] = cη[vi ← d′vi ]. This can be rewritten
as cη[vi ← dvi ] ≤S cη[vi ← d′vi ] and cη[vi ← d′vi ] ≤S cη[vi ← dvi ]. Now by Theorem 7
this is equivalent to dvi ∈ NSvi(d′vi) and d′vi ∈ NSvi(dvi), that is NIvi(dvi/d′vi). unionsq
Algorithm 4 NI-Nodes(c, v, dvi , α) for Soft αNI
1: for all assignments ηc to variables in supp(c) do
2: compute the semiring level β = cηc[vi ← dvi ],
3: if β 
≥ α then
4: β ← 0 {no discrimination in this case},
5: if there exists a child node corresponding to 〈c = ηc, β〉 then
6: move to it,
7: else
8: construct such a node and move to it.
9: Add vi, {dvi} to annotation of the last build node.
Algorithms for the relaxed versions of NI are obtained by substituting different
versions of Algorithm 3. For αNI, the algorithm needs to discriminate only when
the semiring value is greater than α, as shown in Algorithm 4. In particular 4 is
the same of Algorithm 3, with the exception of the check in row 3. With this check
the discrimination is performed only when the assignment lead to a semiring value
greater than α. For computing α−setinterchangeability instead, Algorithm 5 use the
else branch in row 5 to collapse all the semiring values greater then α (in fact,
α−setinterchangeability just check if the semiring value is over the threshold α).
Algorithm 5 NI-Nodes(c, v, dvi , α) for Soft α−setNI
1: for all assignments ηc to variables in supp(c) do
2: compute the semiring level β = cηc[vi ← dvi ],
3: if β 
≥ α then
4: β ← 0 {No discrimination in this case},
5: else
6: β ← α {How much bigger than α is not important}.
7: if there exists a child node corresponding to 〈c = ηc, β〉 then
8: move to it,
9: else
10: construct such a node and move to it.
11: Add vi, {dvi} to annotation of the last build node,
The soundness theorem proved for neighborhood interchangeability can be ex-
tended also to αNI and to α−setNI.
Theorem 9 (Soundness of the αNI algorithm) The αNI algorithm (Algorithm 2 using
the procedure described in Algorithm 4) returns the set of αNI elements.
Proof By looking at Algorithm 4, two domain values dvi and d
′
vi are in the same leaf
node, if and only if they follow the same path. They follow the same path if and only
if for all η, and for all c ∈ C,
– both cη[vi ← dvi ] and cη[vi ← d′vi ] have a semiring value less than α, or
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– cη[vi ← dvi ] = cη[vi ← d′vi ]
This can be written as:
(¬(cη[vi ← dvi ] ≥ α) ∧ ¬(cη[vi ← d′vi ] ≥ α)) ∨ (cη[vi ← dvi ] = cη[vi ← d′vi ]) (5)
which, by distributing the first two terms, is equivalent to:
cη[vi ← dvi ] ≥ α =⇒ (cη[vi ← dvi ] ≤ cη[vi ← d′vi ])
∧
cη[vi ← d′vi ] ≥ α =⇒ (cη[vi ← d′vi ] ≤ cη[vi ← dvi ]).
Now by Theorem 7 this implies dvi ∈ αNSvi(d′vi) and d′vi ∈ αNSvi(dvi), that is
αNIvi(dvi/d
′
vi). unionsq
Theorem 10 (Soundness of α−setNI algorithm) The α−setNI algorithm (Algorithm 2
using the procedure described in Algorithm 5), for semirings with idempotent ×-
operator, returns the set of α−setNeighborhood interchangeable elements.
Proof By looking at Algorithm 5, two domain values dvi and d
′
vi are in the same leaf
node, only if they follow the same path. If they follow the same path, means that for
all η, and for all c ∈ C,
– both cη[vi ← dvi ] and cη[vi ← d′vi ] have a semiring value not greater than α, or
– both have to be bigger than α.
This is written as:
¬((cη[vi ← dvi ] ≥ α) ∨ (cη[vi ← d′vi ] ≥ α))
∨
(cη[vi ← dvi ] ≥ α) ∧ (cη[vi ← d′vi ] ≥ α).
Using the fact that A =⇒ B ≡ ¬A ∨ B this can be rewritten as:
((cη[vi ← dvi ] ≥ α) =⇒ (cη[vi ← d′vi ] ≥ α))∧
((cη[vi ← d′vi ] ≥ α) =⇒ (cη[vi ← dvi ] ≥ α)).
Now by Theorem 7 this means that dvi ∈ α−setNSvi(d′vi) and d′vi ∈ α−setNSvi(dvi), that
is α−setNIvi(dvi/d′vi). unionsq
Algorithm 6 NI-Nodes(c, v, dvi , δ) for Soft
δNI
1: for all assignments ηc to variables in supp(c) do
2: compute the level β = cηc[vi ← dvi ], and the bound κ = β × δ,
3: if there exists a child node corresponding to 〈κ¯, (c = ηc), β¯〉 with (κ¯ ≤ β)∧
(κ ≤ β¯) then
4: move to it and change the label to 〈lub(κ¯, κ), (c = ηc), glb(β¯, β)〉,
5: else
6: construct the node 〈κ, (c = ηc), β〉 and move to it.
7: Add vi, {dvi} to annotation of the last build node,
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For δNI, Algorithm 6, used to compute the tree, is slightly more complex. As usual
at step 2 the semiring value β of the assignment is computed; however also a bound
k = β × δ is considered. All the future node of the current tree (corresponding to
the given variable assignment) will be collapsed together if the computed semiring
level β¯ respects the degradation factor δ (that is β¯ ≥S k). In each node is also saved
the bound to check in the opposite direction (row 3). The idea here is to save in
each node the information needed to check at each step δNS in both directions. In a
semiring with total order, the information represents the “interval of degradation”.
The soundness theorem proved for neighborhood interchangeability can be extended
also to δNI.
Theorem 11 (Soundness of the δNI algorithm) The δNI algorithm (Algorithm 2 using
the procedure described in Algorithm 6), returns the set of δinterchangeable elements.
Proof By looking at Algorithm 6, two domain values dvi and d
′
vi are in the same
leaf node if and only if they follow the same path. Consider now for each node
related to constraint c and to the assignment η, cηc[vi ← dvi ] = β, κ = β × δ, cηc[vi ←
d′vi ] = β ′, and κ ′ = β ′ × δ. If they follow the same path, each of the nodes will have
a label 〈lub(κ¯, κ, κ ′), c = ηc, glb(β¯, β, β ′)〉, where κ¯ and β¯ are determined by other
assignments that have passed through the node.
Because of the condition in step 3 of Algorithm 6, the algorithm ensures that
lub(κ¯, κ, κ ′) ≤ glb(β¯, β, β ′). It follows that (κ ′ ≤ β) and κ ≤ β ′.
By Theorem 7 this means that dvi ∈ δNSvi(d′vi) and d′vi ∈ δNSvi(dvi), that is
δNIvi(dvi/d
′
vi). unionsq
With respect to the asymptotic complexity of the relaxed version of interchan-
geability (α, α-set and δ, it is easy to see that Algorithms 4, 5 and 6 consider the
same assignments and has the same complexity of Algorithm 3. In particular the
complexity of the subprocedure is O(dk−1).
3.4 Partial interchangeability
Similar to Freuder [18] we define also some notions of substitutability/interchangea-
bility that consider more than one variable. In the following definitions we admit to
change the value of the variable v together with some other neighborhood variables
to obtain a notion of Full Partial Substitutability (FPS).
Definition 5 (Full Partial Substitutability and Interchangeability) Consider a vari-
able v ∈ V and two domain values b , a ∈ D for v, and the set of constraints C;
consider also a set of variables V1 ∈ V. We say that b is full partially substitutable
(FPS) for a on v with respect to a set of variables V1 (b ∈ FPSV1v (a)) if and only if for
all assignments η there exists η′, η′′ : V1 → D s.t.⊗
Cη[η′][v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cη[η′′][v ← b ].
If the inequality holds both way (that is “=” instead of “≤”) we have Full Partial
Interchangeability (FPI).
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In a similar way all the notions of δ/α/α−setNeighborhood Partial Substitutability/
interchangeability (δ/α/α−setNPS/NPI) can be defined (just considering the relation
in both directions and changing C with Cv).
Definition 6 (δNeighborhood Partial Substitutability/Interchangeability ) Consider
a variable v ∈ V and two domain values b , a ∈ D for v, and the set of con-
straints Cv involving v; consider also a set of variables V1 ∈ V. We say that b
is δNeighborhood Partially Substitutable (δNPS) for a on v with respect to a set
of variables V1 (b ∈ δNPSV1v (a)) if and only if for all assignments η there exists
η′, η′′ : V1 → D s.t.⊗
Cvη[η′][v ← a] × δ ≤S
⊗
Cvη[η′′][v ← b ].
If the inequality holds both way (that is “=” instead of “≤”) we have δNeighborhood
Partial Interchangeability
(δNPI).
Definition 7 (αNeighborhood Partial Substitutability/Interchangeability)
Consider a variable v ∈ V and two domain values b , a ∈ D for v, and the set of
constraints Cv involving v; consider also a set of variables V1 ∈ V. We say that b
is αNeighborhood Partially Substitutable (αNPS) for a on v with respect to a set of
variables V1 (b ∈ αNPSV1v (a)) if and only if for all assignment η there exists η′, η′′ :
V1 → D s.t.⊗
Cvη[η′][v ← a] ≥S α =⇒ (
⊗
Cvη[η′][v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cvη[η′′][v ← b ]).
If the inequality holds both way (that is “=” instead of “≤”) we have αNeighborhood
Partial Interchangeability (αNPI).
Definition 8 (α−setNeighborhood Partial Substitutability/Interchangeability)
Consider a variable v ∈ V and two domain values b , a ∈ D for v, and the set
of constraints Cv involving v; consider also a set of variables V1 ∈ V. We say that b is
α−setNeighborhood Partially Substitutable (α−setNPS) for a on v with respect to a set
of variables V1 (b ∈ α−setNPSV1v (a)) if and only if for all assignments η there exists
η′, η′′ : V1 → D s.t.⊗
Cvη[η′][v ← a] ≥S α =⇒
⊗
Cvη[η′′][v ← b ] ≥S α.
If the inequality holds both way (that is “=” instead of “≤”) we have
α−setNeighborhood Partial Interchangeability (α−setNPI).
Let us apply the definition of NPI to our running example in Fig. 1, by projecting
over variable x. It is easy to see that a and c are neighborhood partially interchange-
able for variable X with respect to the variable set V1 = Y. In fact they have assigned
both the semiring level 0.2. We have also that a, b and c are 0.15NPI and 0.1−setNPI.
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The next theorem shows how NI is related to NPI. It is clear that, interchangea-
bility implies partial interchangeability.
Theorem 12 Consider two domain values b , a ∈ D, a variable v ∈ V, and the set of
constraints C involving v; consider also a set of variable V1 ∈ V. Then,
δNIv(a/b) =⇒ δNPIV1v (a/b)
αNIv(a/b) =⇒ αNPIV1v (a/b)
α−setNIv(a/b) =⇒ α−setNPIV1v (a/b)
Proof It is enough to show that b ∈ NSv(a) =⇒ b ∈ NPIV1v (a) (the results for
interchangeability easily follows from substitutability). By definition
b ∈ NSv(a) ⇐⇒
⊗
Cvη[v ← a] ≥S
⊗
Cvη[v ← b ].
It is enough to take η′ = η′′ = ∅, to easily have⊗
Cη[η′][v ← a] ≤S
⊗
Cη[η′′][v ← b ].
unionsq
4 Examples and applications of interchangeability in Soft CSPs
Figure 4 shows the graph representation of a CSP which models a car configuration
problem. A product catalog might represent the available choices through an SCSP.
With different choices of semiring, the CSP of Fig. 4 can represent different problem
formulations:
Example 1 If the goal is to optimize the cost of the product, a representation as
a Weighted CSP might be most appropriate. Here, the semiring models the cost
Fig. 4 A simple example of
car configuration modeling
based on CSP. The model has
4 variables: M = model,
T = transmission, A = Air
Conditioning, E = Engine E M 
<s>
<l>
<d>
<s> 
<m> 
<l> 
T
 
A
 
<a> 
<m> 
<y>
<n>
C2 
C4 C3C1 
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of the different options and their integration with the others, using the semiring:
〈+, min,+,+∞, 0〉. We might have the constraints:
C1 =
M
s m l
T a ∞ 5 3
m 2 3 50
C2 =
M
s m l
s 3 5 ∞
E l 30 3 3
d 5 5 ∞
C3 =
E
s l d
A y 5 2 7
n 0 30 0
C4 =
E
s l d
T a ∞ 3 ∞
m 4 10 5
and also unary constraints CM, CE, CT and CA that model the cost of the
components:
CM = s m l10 20 30 CE =
s l d
10 20 20 CT =
a m
15 10 CA =
y n
10 0
One solution of this problem is the tuple: 〈M ← s, E ← s, T ← m, A ← n〉 with
the cost 39 obtained by combining the constraints. By changing the value of variable
E from value s to value d, there is an increase in cost to 47. Another solution is
the tuple: 〈M ← m, E ← l, T ← m, A ← y〈 which has a higher cost of 78. The tuple
with the minimum cost represents the final solution.
Example 2 Another optimization criterion might be minimizing the time it takes to
build the car. Delay is determined by the time it takes to obtain the components
and to reserve the resources for the assembly process. For the delivery time of the
car, only the longest delay would matter. This could be modeled by the semiring
〈+, min, max,+∞, 0〉,4 with the binary constraints:
C1 =
M
s m l
T a ∞ 3 4
m 2 4 ∞
C2 =
M
s m l
s 2 3 ∞
E l 30 3 3
d 2 3 ∞
C3 =
E
s l d
A y 5 4 7
n 0 30 0
C4 =
E
s l d
T a ∞ 3 ∞
m 4 10 3
4This semiring and the fuzzy one are similar, but the first uses an opposite order. Let us call this
semiring opposite-fuzzy.
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and unary constraints CM, CE, CT and CA that model the time to obtain the
components:
CM = s m l2 3 3 CE =
s l d
3 2 3 CT =
a m
1 2 CA =
y n
3 0
A solution to this problem is the tuple 〈M ← m, E ← l, T ← a, A ← y〉. By
combining the constraints and applying the semiring max operator, the time to
deliver the car in this configuration is 4 days. Another solution to the problem is
the tuple 〈M ← s, E ← d, T ← m, A ← n〉. This solution has a delivery time of only
3 days.
Let us now consider the variable E of Example 2 and compute δ/αNS/NI between
its values by using Definitions 2 and 3. In Fig. 5 directed arcs are added when
the source can be δ/αsubstituted to the destination node. It is easy to see how the
occurrences of δ/αNS change, depending on δ and α degrees.
We can notice that when δ takes value 0 (which is represented by 1 of the
optimization semiring), small degradation is allowed in the CSP tuples when the
values are substituted; thus, only value s can be substituted for value d. As δ increases
in value (or decreases from the semiring point of view) higher degradation of the
solutions is allowed and thus, the number of substitutable values increase with it.
In the bottom part of Fig. 5 we can see that for α = 0, all the values are
interchangeable (in fact, since there are no solutions better than α = 0, by definition
all the elements are αinterchangeable).
For a certain threshold (α = 4) values s and d are αinterchangeable and value l can
substitute values s and d. Moreover, when α is greater than 5 value s can substitute
only value d and value l can substitute value d.
Further we consider the same variable E of the Example 2 for the Fuzzy CSP case
and compute α−setNS/NI as defined in Definition 4. In Fig. 6, we can see how the
occurrence of α−setNS varies depending on the threshold α.
When α takes value 0 or ∞ all the values of variable E are α−setinterchangeable.
When value of α varies between value 0 and 4 value s is α−setinterchangeable with
s l s s sl l l
 = 0  = 7  = 30  = 
s s s sl l l l
 = 0  = 4  = 5  = 
d dd d
d d d d
Fig. 5 An example on how δsubstitutability and αsubstitutability varies in the opposite-Fuzzy CSP
over the values of variable E
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α = 0 
s l
d
α    ⎯(0, 4] 
s l
d
α    [5, 29] 
s l
d
α    [30,       )  α =  
s l
d
s l
d
Fig. 6 An example on how α−setsubstitutability varies in the opposite-Fuzzy CSP over the values of
variable E from Fig. 4
values l and d, where only d can be α−setsubstitutable for value l. For an α higher
then 4 and smaller than 29, we can interchange only values s and d, while for an α
higher than 30 we can substitute also value l for value s or value d.
Figure 7 shows how occurrence of δ/αsubstitutability among values of variable E
change w.r.t. δ and α for Example 1. We can see that, when δ takes high values of
the semiring, small degradation in the solution is allowed. Thus, for δ = 0 only s can
substitute d. As δ decreases in the values of the semiring, which in the given example
means that its value goes to ∞, there is more degradation allowed in the solution and
thus, more δsubstitutability among the values of the variable E.
Let us now consider the second part of Fig. 7. For high semiring values of α all the
values are interchangeable. For α = 18, values d and l are interchangeable, and value
s can substitute value l and value d.
Notice that thresholds α and degradation factor δ are two different notions
of approximations and compute different notions of interchangeabilities. As an
example, by using degradation factor δ = 15 we obtain s and d interchangeable,
whilst, by using threshold α = 18 we obtain l and d interchangeable.
In Fig. 8 we represent the variance of α−setNS depending on the threshold α for the
Weighted CSP example. For α with values between 0 and 17 or inf inity all the values
are α−setinterchangeable. The number of α−setsubstitutable values is decreasing with
α up to the value α = 36 and increasing again after all. It is interesting to notice that
s s s s
s s s s
δ = 0 δ = 73
α = 18 
δ = 15 δ = 
α = 0 α = 30 α =  
l l l l
l l l l
d d d d
d d d d
Fig. 7 An example of how δsubstitutability and αsubstitutability varies in the Weighted CSP over
the values of variable E from Fig. 4
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α   [90,     ) 
s l
d
s l
d
α   [18, 28] 
s l
d
α    [29, 30] 
s l
d
α    [31, 36] 
α =  
s l
d
s l
d
α    [37, 89] α   [0, 17) 
s l
d
Fig. 8 An example of how α−setsubstitutability varies in the Weighted CSP over the values of
variable E from Fig. 4
in this example the value s is always α−setsubstitutable for the value d; for value l, s is
α−setsubstitutable upto α = 28, while for value of α greater than 89 value l becomes
α−setsubstitutable for s.
We show how to compute interchangeable values by using Algorithm 2. In Fig. 9
it is represented the construction of the Discrimination Tree (DT) for variable M
occurring in Example 2 for α = 2 and α = 3. It can be noticed that the values m
and l for variable M are 2interchangeable whilst there are no interchangeabilities for
α = 3.
CM( =
CM( =
CM( =
CM( =
CM( =
CM( =
CM( =
CM( =
CM( =
M = sM = s M = m
(C1 = 
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
s, 2)
m, 2)
l, 2)
(m, m), 2)
(l, m), 2)
(s, s), 2)
(s, d), 2)
(C2 =
(m, s), 2)
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(l, s), 2)
(l, d), 2)
(m, d), 2)
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C1 = 
(C1 = 
(C1 = 
(C1 = 
(C1 = 
s, 3)
m, 3)
l, 3)
(s, s), 3)
(s, l), 3)
(s, d), 3)
(l, s), 3)
(l, l), 3)
(l, d), 3)
(s, m), 2)
(s, a), 3)
(m, a), 3)
(l, a), 3)
(s, l), 3)
(m, l), 3)
(l, l), 3)
(m, s), 3)
(m, l), 3)
(m, d), 3)
root for M
(C2 = (s, l), 3)
(C2 =
(C2 =
(m, l), 3)
(l, l), 3)
(C1 = (l, a), 3)
(C1 = (m, a), 3)
(C1 = (s, a), 3)
s, 2)
m, 2)
l, 2)
(C1 = 
(C1 = 
(C1 = 
(s, m), 2)
(m, m), 2)
(l, m), 2)
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(C2 =
(s, s), 2)
(m, s), 2)
(l, s), 2)
(s, d), 2)
(m, d), 2)
(l, d), 2)
M = {m, l}
root for M
=  2 =  3
M =  l
Fig. 9 An example of a discrimination tree search for α interchangeable values of the variable M
occurring in Example 2
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5 Experimental results
Interchangeability in classical CSP has been already studied and proved to be sig-
nificant as a method for improving search [1], for adapting solutions in configuration
problems [23], and for abstraction in resource allocation applications [11]. The
interchangeability significance is characterized by the number of NI values occurring
in the CSP problem. It has been shown that in sparse problems (density < 0.4), the
number of NI values increases with the domain size.
The behavior of NI sets in the SCSP frameworks is still unexploited. In this work
we study and evaluate how the number of NI and N PI values behave in the context
of SCSP problems.
We have done our experiments for Fuzzy and Weighted CSPs representing two
classes of SCSPs dealing with an idempotent and non-idempotent combination op-
eration respectively. The motivation for considering both classes come from the fact
that solving SCSPs when the combination operation is not idempotent is extremely
hard [8].
In this experimental study we analyze the occurrence of NI and N PI values
relative to major CSP parameters, as well the performance of NI in improving
branch and bound search for SCSPs. All the experimental tests were evaluated on
random SCSPs, which were generated as described below.
The main parameters characterizing the problem structure of a CSP are as follows:
– Problem Size: The number of variables in the problem;
– Domain Size: The cardinality of the variables domain size;
– Problem Density: This value (measured on the interval [0,1]) is the ratio of
the number of constraints relatively to the minimum and maximum number of
allowed constraints in the given problem. Considering the constraint problem
as a connected constraint graph G = (V, E) where V represents the vertices
(variables) (with n = |V|) and E represents the edges (constraints) (with e =
|E|); the density is computed as dens_csp = e−e_mine_max−e_min , where e_min = n − 1 and
e_max = n(n−1)2 ;
– Problem tightness: This measure is obtained as the mean of the tightness of all
the constraints. Since we consider in our experiments Fuzzy CSPs and Weighted
CSPs mapped on the interval [0,1], we compute tightness as the ratio between
the sum of the semiring values associated to all the tuples in all the constraints,
and the number of all possible tuples.
For generating random CSPs, we followed the mode proposed in [11] with some
adaptation needed in order to deal with soft constraints (permitted and not permitted
tuple are selected following the methodology of [11], and then a semiring level
greater than 0 is associated to the permitted tuple). In particular, the average
tightness of a CSP is computed as the mean of the tightness of all the constraints in
the problem and in our case this coincides with the tightness of each constraint. For
each tuple, a corresponding semiring value is then selected with uniform probability
in the interval (0,1].
The sizes of the problems we generated are for n = 50 variables and n = 70 vari-
ables, while varying the density dens_csp ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1}, the tightness tight_csp ∈
{0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1} and the maximum domain size dom_size = { n10 , 2n10 , . . . , 9n10 , n}. As
defined in Section 2.1.2, in Fuzzy CSPs, each constraint associates a preference level
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with each tuple of values. Such level a is a value between 0 and 1, where 1 represents
the best value (i.e., the tuple is allowed) and 0 the worst one (i.e., the tuple is not
allowed). We generate the preference level values uniformly in the interval [0, 1].
While Fuzzy CSPs associate a level of preference with each tuple in each con-
straint, in Weighted CSPs tuples come with an associated cost (see Section 2.1.2). In
the experimental problems, we generate costs uniformly in the interval [0, 300]. For
each case, 50 random problems were generated and each point in the graphics of the
experiments reported in the following sections is obtained by taking the mean over
the 50 cases.
In our experimental evaluation we have studied the following main aspects:
1. The number of NI values, occurrence, incident in two main SCSPs classes: Fuzzy
and Weighted CSPs. We present the occurrence of the NI values for the two
interchangeability forms: α and δ (see Section 5.1).
2. We study through experiments how well NI can approximate F I interchangea-
bility in terms of the number of interchangeable values. In particular for the fuzzy
case, neighborhood interchangeable sets are also computed using the polynomial
algorithms proposed in Section 3.3 (see Section 5.2).
3. We study how NI, used as a preprocessing technique, can improve branch and
bound search in SCSPs (see Section 5.3).
4. Finally, we analyze the occurrence of N PI in SCSPs, (see Section 5.4).
5.1 Evaluation of δ/αNI occurence
In this part of our experimental evaluation our goal is to estimate the number of
δ/αNI values occurring in Fuzzy CSPs (see Section 5.1.1) and in Weighted CSPs (see
Section 5.1.2). The evaluation of the number of NI values is measured by varying
two main parameters of the CSP problem: density and tightness, as well as the
interchangeability levels for α and δ.
In all the experiments, we highlight where the position of the optimal solution
is. In fact, CSPs are crisp (an assignment is a solution or is not), whilst in SCSPs
each assignment has an associated level of preference. It is important to study NI
occurrence around optimal solutions because we are often interested in discarding
solutions of bad quality.
For both Fuzzy and Weighted CSPs we observed that the density and number of
variables do not influence too much the occurrence of interchangeable values. There
is instead a (weak) dependency on the domain size: the number of interchangeable
values increases with the resources. This result is obvious when dealing with crisp
CSPs, but for SCSPs this less obvious.
5.1.1 Evaluation of δ/αNI occurence in Fuzzy CSPs
Informally, for Fuzzy CSPs the weights associated to the tuples represent how
much them satisfy their constraint. The semiring operations are min for constraints
combination and max for constraints projection.
Let us define measureαNI as the “ratio of occurrence” of αNI value pairs. It
computes the mean of the number of αNI value pairs per variable appearing in the
problem. For each variable the number of αNI pairs are normalized to its domain
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size, and the value of the measureαNI is obtained as the mean of these normalized
values relatively to the number of problem variables:
measureαNI =
∑n
k=1 α
NIVk·2
domSizeVk·(domSizeVk−1)
n
, (6)
where n represents the problem size and αNIVk the number of αNI value pairs for
variable Vk.
In Fig. 10 (left side), we represent how measureαNI varies with α. It has been
noticed that around the optimal solution the number of αNI values is high and it
increases with α.
Let us define measureδNI as the “ratio of occurrence” of δNI value pairs. It
computes the mean number of δNI value pairs per variable appearing in the problem.
For each variable the number of δNI pairs are normalized to its domain size, and the
value of the measureδNI is obtained as the mean of these normalized values relatively
to the number of problem variables:
measureδNI =
∑n
k=1
δNIVk·2
domSizeVk ·(domSizeVk −1)
n
, (7)
where n represents the problem size and δNIVk the number of δNI pairs values for
variable Vk.
In Fig. 10 (right side), we see that around the optimal solution the occurrence of
δNI interchangeable values is high and decreases with the value of δ.
The shapes of the two functions in Fig. 10 (left and right side) is what we are
expecting. When α = 1 or δ = 0 we have very high threshold and degradation factors
and all the assignments became interchangeable at this conditions. On the opposite
side, setting the threshold and degradation factor toward 1 (0 respectively) leads to a
very low number of interchangeable assignment (or nothing at all). Notice also that
the number of interchangeable values grow uniformly while incresing the bound, and
this is because the semiring value associated to each assignment has been generated
with an uniform probability in the interval [0, 1].
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Fig. 10 The occurrence of α NI and δ NI interchangeability for Fuzzy CSPs according to Formulas 6
and 7 varying with α and δ, respectively
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Fig. 11 The occurrence of α NI and δ NI interchangeability for Fuzzy CSPs according to Formulas 6
and 7 varying with α and problem tightness (left), and δ and problem tightness (right), respectively
In Fig. 11, we represent how the occurrence of (δ/α)interchangeability depends
on α and δ, respectively and also on the problem tightness. The number of α
interchangeable values depend on α, but also on the problem tightness. For low
tightness, the number increases faster with the values of α, while in tight CSPs
interchangeable values appear only for high values of α.
On the right side of Fig. 11, we have the dependency on δ and problem tightness.
There, interchangeable values occurrence increases fast with the CSP tightness for
low δ values, while for high δ values it appears only for high tightness. The two graphs
in Fig. 11 show an overall indirect dependency of interchangeabiity with tightness:
fewer tuple allowed and less tuple can be potentially interchangeable.
In Fig. 12, we represent how the occurrence of (δ/α)interchangeability depends
on α and δ, respectively and also on the problem density. We can notice that the
interchangeability occurrence does not show important changes varying the density
of the problem.5
5.1.2 Evaluation of δNI occurence in Weighted CSPs
In this section, we present how the occurrence of δNI varies with the value of δ in
weighted CSPs.6
In Fig. 13 (left side), we see how the number of δ NI values increases with δ and
that around optimal solution approaches to 1. This means that all the values pairs are
interchangeable for high δ.
In Fig. 13 (right side), we represent how the measure of NI varies with δ and the
CSP density. We can see as in the fuzzy case that the CSP density does not influence
the occurrence of δ NI.
The shape of Fig. 13 (left side) is similar to what we obtained in the fuzzy exper-
iments (Fig. 10 (right side)). This means that idempotency of × does not play any
important role wrt the number of δ NIs. The only remarkable difference is the fact
5We are not able to give an explanation of the shape of this graph. Future study of the fenomenon
will need more accurate test to better exploit the dependence of density and interchangeability.
6These tests are not done for α as well as the semiring of Weighted CSPs is not idempotent and thus
αNI cannot be computed.
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Fig. 12 The occurrence of α NI and δ NI interchangeability for Fuzzy CSPs according to Formulas 6
and 7 varying with α and problem density (left), and δ and problem density (right), respectively
that in fuzzy CSPs δ and the semiring levels vary uniformly between 0 and 1, whilst in
weighted CSP, the solution level (and also the number of interchangeabilities) grow
logarithmically. This is easy to understand because increasing density, the number
of constraints increase, and also the semiring level of the complete solutions move
towards higher values.
Notice also that we not present the graph obtained varying the tightness of the
problem: we obtain results similar to the one presented in Fig. 11 (right side). This
means that the fact to have idempotent (fuzzy) or non-idempotent (weighted) × does
not modify the tightness influence on the interchangeabilities .
5.2 Evaluation of NI versus F I
Computing full interchangeable values might be quite a costly operation as it
may require computing all the solutions. There are currently no known efficient
algorithms which can compute in polynomial time full interchangeable values. As
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Fig. 13 The occurrence of δ NI values for Weighted CSPs according to Formula 7 varying with δ
(left) and varying with δ and CSP density (right), respectively
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shown in Section 3, a localized but stronger condition than full interchangeability
(FI), called neighborhood interchangeability (NI), can be computed in polynomial
time.
In this section, we show through experimental evaluation estimates how well NI
can approximate F I. We present here the results for δNI and αNI, using the following
equations:
ratioδNIF I =
∑n
k=1
δNIVk∑n
k=1
δFIVk
(8)
ratioαNIF I =
∑n
k=1 αNIVk∑n
k=1 αFIVk
(9)
where δNIVk represents the number of δNI interchangeable values pairs for variable
Vk and δFIVk represents the number of δFI interchangeable values pairs for variable
Vk and where αNIVk represents the number of αNI interchangeable values pairs for
variable Vk and αFIVk represents the number of αFI interchangeable values pairs for
variable Vk.
5.2.1 Evaluation of NI versus F I in Fuzzy CSPs
In this section we evaluate the ratio NI and F I, where the set of element that are
neighborhood interchangeables are computed first exhaustively (with 2 using the
subprocedure described in Algorithm 3) and then using the Freuder Discrimination
Tree modified to deal with fuzzy CSPs (see Section 3.3). The tests are run varying
separately both the threshold α and the degradation factor δ parameters.
In Fig. 14 (left), we represent how the number of αFI values and αNI varies chang-
ing the threshold value α. αFI values are computed exhaustively, whilst αNI values
are computed firstly, using the NI Algorithm (Algorithm 2 with the subprocedure
described in Algorithm 3), and secondly, using the Discrimination Tree Algorithm
(see Algorithm 4). The graph shows that FI is well approximated using NI using both
the exaustive and the DT based algorithms.
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Figure 14 (right) represents the number of δNI and δFI values varying with δ. We
can see that the three curves ( FI, NI, and NI computed with the Discrimination Tree)
almost overlap. This means that varying the parameter δ FI is completely captured
by its localized version NI.
5.2.2 Evaluation of NI versus F I in Weighted CSPs
In Fig. 15 (left), we can see how the number of δNI values versus the number of δ F I
varies with δ. In particular increasing the value of δ, neighborhood interchangeability
completely capture full interchangeability (indeed all values are interchangeable for
high δ).
In Fig. 15 (right side), we represent how the ratio between δNI and δFI, as defined
in expression (3) in Section 5.2.1, varies with δ and CSP density. We can see that the
ratio is between 0.8 and 1 and this leads us to the conclusion that δNI can approximate
fairly well δFI for Weighted CSPs when the solution is degradable by the value of δ.
Notice that what is represented in Fig. 15 (right side) is the ratio between the
number of neighborhood and full interchangeabilities and not just the number of
interchangeability (as showed in Fig. 13 (right side)).
5.3 δ/αNI preprocessing for branch and bound search in Fuzzy CSPs
In this part of the experimental evaluation, we analyse the efficiency of δ/αNI as a
preprocessing techniques for branch and bound search in SCSPs. Using δ/αNI lead
to an improvement of a factor of two or three. Depending on the quality of solution
needed one might choose to use δ NI, where the solutions are allowed to degrade
with δ, or α NI, where only the solutions over a certain threshold α are considered.
In particular, this section presents how δ/αNI preprocessing can improve branch
and bound search algorithm in Fuzzy CSPs. The preprocessing algorithm computes
the NI sets for each of the CSP variable vi by the use of approximated interchangea-
bility algorithms described in Section 3.3. Each NI set is then represented by a meta
value in the domain of variable vi. After the preprocessing step, a branch and bound
algorithm is used for searching the CSP solutions.
Fig. 15 δ NI versus δ F I values are varying with δ for Weighted CSPs (left). The ratio δ NI/δ F I is
varying with δ and CSP density for Weighted CSPs (right)
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In Fuzzy CSPs, the branch and bound algorithm proceeds as follows: each node of
the search tree is a soft constraint problem (a tuple of variables of the CSP), it uses a
lower bound LB as an optimistic estimate of best solution in subtree, an upper bound
U B as the best solution found so far and it prunes when LB is greater or equal to
U B.
Algorithm 7 Branch_and_Bound(t:assignment, UB:value)
Let v ← LB
if v < U B then
if |t| = n then
return v
Let vi be an unassigned variable
for all a ∈ di (domain of vi) do
U B ← min(U B, Branch_and_Bound(t ∪ {(i, a)}, U B))
return UB
return T
Evidence concerning the efficiency of αinterchangeability and
δinterchangeability
preprocessing for a branch and bound algorithm in Fuzzy CSPs was obtained
experimentally on random generated CSPs. The main problem sets has 40 or 60
variables, with a maximum domain size of 40 values, respectively. The general CSP
features such as the number of binary constraints, the specific variables pair subject
to constraint, the size of each value domain, the number of acceptable pairs in
each constraint, and the specific value pairs in that constraint were generated using
random methods (see Section 5). The evaluation of the performance was evaluated
computing the number of constraint checks.
5.3.1 α NI preprocessing
Based on the experimental setup described above, we measured the efficiency of the
α NI preprocessing for branch and bound search in Fuzzy CSPs. The preprocessing
algorithm proceeds by calling Algorithm 2 for each variable vi of the problem.
Algorithm 2 computes the α NI sets of variable vi by the use of Algorithm 4. The
α NI sets are then used as the meta values in the domain of variable vi during branch
and bound search.
In our experiment we have compared two algorithms: first, simple branch and
bound as in Algorithm 7, and second, a branch and bound algorithm which is
preceded by the preprocessing algorithm based on α NI interchangeability.
Figure 16 show that α NI interchangeability can improve branch and bound
search in Fuzzy CSPs. We show the results obtained for problem sets with 40
and 60 variables. The algorithm’s performance is measured based on the number
of constraint checks performed during search. From our experimental evaluation
we can claim that branch and bound with α NI interchangeability preprocessing is
improving search in Fuzzy CSPs of an average factor of two, in term of number of
constraint checks. Notice that the two graph seems similar at first glance but on the
vertical axis subgraph (a) show number of variables from 0 to 1,000, whilst subgraph
(b) the Y represent until 1,200,000 (12 · 105) variables.
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Fig. 16 α NI interchangeability preprocessing can improve branch and bound search in Fuzzy CSPs:
a for problem sets with 6 variables, and b for problem sets with 12 variables
5.3.2 α−set NI preprocessing
Following the same procedure as above, we tested also the efficiency of α−set NI
interchangeability preprocessing for the branch and bound algorithm applied to
Fuzzy CSPs. The preprocessing algorithm is based on Algorithm 2 which is calling
Algorithm 5. The resulting α−set NI sets are used for representing the meta values of
the variables domain during the branch and bound search.
Our results are given in the Fig. 17. The simple branch and bound algorithm
is outperformed by the branch and bound algorithm which is using α−set NI inter-
changeability preprocessing. Moreover, we can observe that the algorithm using
α−set NI interchangeability preprocessing is from 2 to 10 times faster than the one
using α NI interchangeability preprocessing. This is explained by the fact that α−set NI
interchangeability is a relaxed form of α NI interchangeability.
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Fig. 17 NI α−set interchangeability preprocessing can improve branch and bound search in Fuzzy
CSPs
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5.3.3 δ NI preprocessing
Our last experimental evaluation of interchangeability preprocessing is considering
δ NI interchangeability. The δ NI interchangeability preprocessing algorithm is based
on Algorithms 2 and 6. The experiments are realized on random generated Fuzzy
CSPs with 6 and 12 variables respectively.
The branch and bound algorithm using δ NI interchangeability preprocessing
outperforms the simple branch and bound as we can see in Fig. 18. According to
our experiments δ NI interchangeability preprocessing is approximatively as fast
as α−set NI interchangeability preprocessing and faster than α NI interchangeability
preprocessing.
According to given requirements or needs, one can choose the type of inter-
changeability preprocessing before performing search. While δ NI interchangeability
preprocessing allows for solution degradation, α NI interchangeability preprocessing
allows solutions over a certain threshold. α−set NI represents a relaxation of α NI and
its computation as a preprocessing technique might be more efficient.
5.4 Evaluation of δ/α N PI sets
Further, we make experiments in order to estimate the occurrence of partial inter-
changeability in Soft CSPs.
The following results were obtained on random generated Fuzzy CSPs, containing
50 variables and with domain sizes of maximum 40 values. Problems with random
CSP tightness are generated and then, it is observed how the occurrence of partial
interchangeability varies with the density of the CSP and either with the allowed
threshold α or the degradation factor δ.
The experiments were conducted in the following way. For each density in the set
{0.1, 0.3, ...0.9}, we vary either α or δ between 0.1 and 0.9 and generate 20 random
problem. For every values pair of each variable, we check if an NPI set exists.
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Fig. 18 δ NI preprocessing can improve branch and bound search in Fuzzy CSPs: a for problem sets
with 6 variables, and b for problem sets with 12 variables.
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Fig. 19 The average number of NPI sets per variable is varying with α, figure a, respectively δ, figure
b and CSP density in Fuzzy CSPs
In Fig. 19, we represent how the average number of NPI sets per variable varies
with the CSP density and with the threshold α (Fig. 19a), or degradation factor δ
(Fig. 19b).
We can see that the number of the occurrence of NPI sets depends only slightly
on the density but varies strongly with the threshold or degradation. We remark that
contrary to NI values the mean number of NPI sets depends in the same way on α
and δ. While, for high threshold/degradation factor, meaning small values of α/δ, we
have high occurrence (e.g., in average 4.5) of NPI sets per variable; this occurrence
decreases for low threshold/degradation factor, which means high values of α/δ.
Next, we have measured the average size of the NPI set depending on the same
parameters. As in Fig. 20, we see that the average size stays between 0.5 and 3 number
of variables in a NPI set. While decreasing with high values of the threshold α the
size of NPI set does not depend much on the degradation factor δ (see Fig. 20a and b
respectively). Instead, it increases with the CSP density.
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Fig. 20 The average size of NPI set is varying with α, figure a, respectively δ, figure b and CSP
density for Fuzzy CSPs
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Fig. 21 The average number of N PI value pairs per variable normalized to the variable domain size
is varying with α, figure a, respectively δ, figure b and CSP density for Fuzzy CSPs
In Fig. 21, we show the average number of NPI values pairs per variable nor-
malized to the variable domain size. We can see that the number of NPI pairs
does not depend on the density, but increases with the threshold α and decreases
with degradation factor δ. We found that there are more values with are NPI
αinterchangeable than
δinterchangeable.
6 Conclusions and future works
Interchangeability in CSPs is a general concept for formalizing and breaking sym-
metries. It has been proposed for improving search performance, for problem
abstraction, and for solution adaptation. In this paper, we have shown how the
concept can be extended to SCSPs in a way that maintains the attractive properties
already known for hard constraints.
The two parameters α and δ allow us to express a wide range of practical situations.
The threshold α is used to eliminate distinctions that would not interest us anyway,
while the allowed degradation factor δ specifies how precisely we want to optimize
our solution. We have shown a range of useful properties of these interchangeability
concepts that should be useful for applying them in similar ways as interchangeability
for hard constraints.
In fact, interchangeability may be practically more useful for soft constraints as it
could be used to reduce the complexity of an optimization problem, which is often
much harder to solve than a satisfaction problem. Furthermore, in the case of soft
interchangeability, it is possible to tune the parameters α and δ to create the levels of
interchangeability that are required for the desired application.
In the future, we intend to further develop the soft interchangeability concepts
on various application scenarios, in particular for improving search performance and
solution adaptation in case-based reasoning.
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